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Learn to blend theory with practice in group work with GROUPS: PROCESS AND PRACTICE, the

respected book that so many helpers (and helpers in training) rely on every day. Focusing on the

""what is"" and the ""how to"" of group counseling, the authors use up-to-date examples, guidelines,

insights, and an enhanced diversity perspective to show you how group leaders can apply the key

concepts of the group process to a variety of groups, including work with children, older adults, and

in school settings. Available with InfoTrac Student Collections

http://gocengage.com/infotrac.Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product

description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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I ordered this used book paying $120 1/15 and it was delivered 1/27. However, that book was not

like right book. I have ordered 9th edition hard covered used book but it was a black and white

photo-copied fake book and even printing was unevenly done. So I requested to return/refund my

money but this seller kept denying my request. Finally, the seller told me I would have to send it

back to "Malaysia." What? So, I requested claiming this order to  customer service and they gave



me El Paso address and I sent it back. But, now the seller said they didn't get the book(but I

confirmed it was delivered.) so  told me my return claim was denied. This seller seems to play a

game. They made me remove the evidence sending back the book then just said they didn't get it. It

is unethical and unfair. .com is also never helpful. The seller told me they never gave the address to

.com and they gave me Malaysia address. But, the seller never gave any address directly.I am an

active customer since many years ago but it has never happened. I will not give up my money back.

I have photos to prove the book was a photo-copied book and USPS tracking showed it was

delivered 2/7. I believe copywriting or photo-copying a publish book is illegal. As an active 

customer, I cannot stand it any more.

The ease of a loose leaf book is amazing. You can take out the area of the book you need at that

moment and study it, then put it back. If the paper were a bit thicker is would be my absolute favorite

way to study. The paper is able to handle highlighting, it is the taking out and putting back several

times that can be hard on the paper.

So glad I found this international edition which was required for my class. It ended up being about

$100 cheaper than the hard cover new edition. I also compared the two books and from what I can

tell they are exactly the same.

It just doesn't seem like an academic textbook. The second chapter is all over the place. First it

seems like you're going to read about general qualities of a group leader, but then dives into specific

examples of techniques for VERY specific situations - I've never seen a book set up that way. Start

with general characteristics, and maybe specific tips on how to work toward that, and then have

another chapter or another section that focuses on specific techniques.It's more like your grandpa

rambling proudly of the things he's learned over the years instead of a textbook.

Had to use this for class, but it is a great and easy read. Enjoyed having the hard cover edition.

I'm sold on the Coreys when it comes to their books. They do such a good job of providing multiple

examples, clear definitions, and writing in a way that underscores the logic of what you are reading.

I've read a couple other text books of theirs, and they are in rare company in that I read them from

cover to cover. Even if your professor doesn't cover everything, you may find yourself, like me,

reading those chapters as well. You may not have a choice in buying the text for class, but this is



one I would happily buy again. I didn't use the supplemental materials as I have for other texts of

theirs, but I'm sure it is a good complement if you have to obtain access to them.

I am a therapist, opening a new form of group therapy, reading this book have helped in my

professional development

Ok This book has a lot of extra that doesn't need to be there. This version compared to my other

classmates is almost twice the thickness. I'm still not sure how they got that much extra but i can

say that the wording in the book is defiantly has more words than needed to get a simple point

across.
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